COUNTY TREASURER DIES
HARWOOD
FEBRUARY 5, 2007

PH O/C----- A LOCAL OFFICIAL AND HER
HUSBAND

ARE BOTH DEAD AFTER THEIR CAR
WAS HIT HEAD-ON BY A TRACTOR
TRAILER.

COUNTY TREASURER NICOLE WILSON
AND HER HUSBAND...TIM... BOTH DIED
AT A LOCAL HOSPITAL. NICOLE WAS
36 YEARS OLD...TIM WAS 35.

THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED LAST
NIGHT ON HIGHWAY 11-W BETWEEN
MEADOWVIEW AND GLADE.

POLICE SAY A TRUCK...DRIVEN BY
PAUL ROOST OF GOMEZ TRUCKING IN
MAINE...CROSSED THE CENTER
LINE...HITTING THE SMALL
PASSENGER CAR HEAD-ON.

---MORE---
THE TRUCK DRIVER WAS EXAMINED AND RELEASED.

POLICE CONTINUE TO INVESTIGATE. THEY SAY THEY’LL DETERMINE TODAY WHETHER TO CHARGE ROOST IN THE TWO DEATHS.
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